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You learn, you evolve! Learning English isn’t like watching a scary movie anymore!
Let’s learn the English language better! Since December 2021, the Operations team has developed an English Class to support different
functions and areas. Ariani Dwi Puteri (Sustainability & Social Impact Specialist) has been teaching English for drivers of the company, and from
the start of 2022 she has also been teaching our Office Boys, Security, and Technicians.
They were all encouraged to understand English and be able to speak up the language. And limited vocabularies weren’t a problem. The main
idea of the class was to evoke the output of speaking English.
What curriculums did the class have?
Starting in 2022, the participants were given a full series of curriculums called Learning of Virtual English (LOVE), such as: Speak English
Confidently, Basic Conversation, Listen & Talk, E-mail Correspondence, and Debate in English.
What did the participants think?
From the sessions, everyone who joined enjoyed the learning process. There were lots of smiles and laughs, along with them actively
participating and contributing to the classes. Moreover, everyone supported each other to speak up and no one’s thoughts were left behind.
The aim of learning English with this class is to help them build the confidence inside them & enhance their English skill. And of course, what they
need the most is a place to practice their English proficiency and full of support without judgement.
Let’s check out some participants testimonies!
“Very satisfying because the explanations were clear.” said Boy Martavira (Office Boy).
“Everything went well. It was full of interactions between participants and the mentor. The mentor made us confident to communicate despite our
limited English and with no judgement. I think this is the most important thing. So, thank you Ariani.” said Adisti Karina (Sales Trainer).
“The activities were great and fitting. Every participant gets an opportunity for sharing and practice. Presentation slides include pictures so that
participants can easily visualize the situation for sharing. The materials are few because it has more practices.” said Jonathan Isaacs (Sales
Trainer).
“Very satisfied because I can understand grammars again more that has to be used in a conversation.” said Rifqi Naufal (Sales Trainer).
The English class sounds fun, right? So, are you ready to be part of English Class in Home Credit Indonesia? Stay tuned for the upcoming
English program for all! From Operations team with LOVE (Learning of Virtual English).
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